The mere fact that the black and brown races happen to be in England, through whatever accident of history or violation of immigration law that came about, does not give them the right to a free ride on the White man's back for their entire lives.

Yet this is, essentially, the demand of the multi-cultural idea, that people with dark skins be given goods, services, benefits, and advantages which they have not only done nothing to earn, but which they do not know how to use properly and will only destroy and contaminate.

The leveling in a multi-cultural, "diverse" society is NEVER upward, always DOWNWARD as far as the White man is concerned. Racial integration is like mixing horse manure and ice cream---it does improve the manure somewhat, but it doesn't do much for the ice cream.

Americans are essentially consumers. They don't seek out new ideas or political solutions. They "shop," and they expect to be offered bargains and freebies and discounts and painless options. When they don't like what they're seeing or reading, they simply pick up the remote and change the channel. This is simply the way we live. We are no longer the men and women our ancestors were.

Americans are also convinced that the government is all-powerful, all-seeing, and capable of any crime or act. They get these ideas because they watch TV and movies instead of observing real life.

Above all, White Americans are terrified of SOCIAL DISAPPROVAL, of losing the cover of the nice, comforting herd. They are terrified of having others find out that their minds are not sufficiently under control, that they are "not of the Body" to quote one of my favorite Star Trek episodes. The lone wolf, the man or woman who has the moral strength and courage and integrity to leave the herd and GO FIRST, is now virtually extinct. This is why I am winnowing through thousands and thousands of e-mail addresses, looking for the two or three among you among whom the genetic alpha gene has not been bred out or destroyed or crippled by the toxic food Americans eat and the other things Americans put into their bodies.